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   Testimonials
   I look like myself again! I am in my 50s and things just started sagging. I looked tired all of the time. I visited several surgeons but chose Dr. Pontell because I felt most comfortable due to his honesty in setting my expectations. He took his time with me to help me decide what I should and shouldn’t do now. I am now 2 months…
C. Tanner
 
    I first went to see Dr. Pontell in my early 50’s as I saw my jawline starting to get “jowly” and realized surgery was my only option. He did a mini lift on me in his office; it could not have gone smoother and the results were awesome. No pain, no complications, quick recovery. I followed up in my late 50’s with a second mini li...
G. Deb
 
    Dr. Pontell changed my life. I had my revision rhinoplasty May 27, 2019, after an original surgery 20 years ago plus injury to the skin of the nose about 10 years ago. I look in the mirror now and actually like what I see. It’s amazing. In short, this was t...
Lily R.M.
 
    Best decision ever! I had a partial facelift in late November and was out lunching with friends in two weeks. I followed Dr Pontell’s post-operative instructions to the letter. The results went from very good to great as time progressed. There are no visible signs of scarring -massage as instructed. Now I wish I had decided to h...
Jean
 
    I went to Dr. Pontell almost 2 years ago. I couldn't be happier with the results. Not only were the results amazing the professionalism and the entire experience was top notch. I recommend him to everyone!!!...
Marc M.
 
    Dr. Pontell is AMAZING!!!! I had a mini face lift and upper and lower eyes. I was really scared! I wanted to save money, and therefore, was awake during the surgery. The numbing shots hurt, but it was bearable. Dr. Pontell has a beautiful voice and sang the whole time. I can't believe how great I look!!! Way beyond my expectatio...
Diane G.
 
    Dr Pontell is an amazing surgeon who is friendly and truly skilled. I have had past procedures and he is the only doctor I will ever see. He treats you like a member of his family,is kind and listens to your concerns. Do not hesitate to see him the outcome will be amazing. The nicest staff also Cathy and the rest of the team are...
Joe M.
 
    Getting my rhinoplasty was one of the best decisions I have ever made. I was extremely nervous to get this surgery and was really close to not getting one, but Dr. Pontell made me feel like I was in the best hands possible! I trusted him completely and knew that my ...
A.
 
    Dr. Pontell is hands down the best plastic face surgeon period. I had three procedures with him in the past few years and my results are exceptional. My mother also had procedures with him as well and extremely satisfied.
 I would encourage anyone who wants a professional, skilled, artist to work on their face its Dr Pontell. S...

Jennifer S.
 
    I have been a patient of Dr. Pontell's for many years now and initially had several surgical procedures at one time and not even my best friend could tell that I had 'work' done. I am very, very happy with my results. Since then I have used fillers and occasionally botox. I don't understand the commentary by one who called him a...
Sherrie R.
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